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T he prefix homo- means “same,” and the word root   -phon- 
means “sound.” Homophones are pairs or groups                  
of words that have the same pronunciation but different 

spellings and meanings. They came into existence by chance—
because in English, the same sound can often be spelled by                 
more than one letter or letter combination.  

To English language learners, homophones cause no end of 
confusion, and even educated native speakers mix them up.                     
They are also the basis of many puns (plays on words), jokes,                
and other language humor. They come up often in everyday 
speech as well as informal and formal writing.  There are probably 
over 500 pairs or groups of commonly-used homophones, so they 
are worth special attention in language teaching and learning.  

This 32-page Using Homophones, Advanced Activities & Ideas 
Book tells how to teach or learn the homophones in 108 word 
pairs that high-level language-learners are likely to encounter.  

The suggestions can be applied to the four 54-card Homophone-
Pair Packs available with this book or to any materials that you 
create and produce yourself.  Use as many ideas as fit your 
situation, adapting them to your own education styles and goals. 
Add your own creativity. Above all, be effective and efficient—               
and be sure to enjoy your own teaching and learning!  

TO THE PURCHASER OF THESE HOMOPHONE CARD DECKS AND BOOK: 

 Permission is granted to you to download or reproduce                    
any or all of the pages in this Activities & Ideas Book for 

classroom or other educational (non-commercial) use.  
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Why Homophones Exist in English 

IPA 
SYMBOL 
(SOUND) 

LETTERS THAT SPELL         
THIS SOUND 

COMMONUNCOMMON 

EXAMPLES OF HOMOPHONES 
THAT CONTAIN THESE SOUNDS 

WITH DIFFERENT SPELLINGS 
tS ch, tch which, witch  
E e, ea bred, bread; whether, 

weather 
ey ai, ay, a-e, ei(g)(h), ey  rain, rein, reign; pray, prey 

I i, y Jim, gym; him, hymn 

iy ea, ee, e, ie, ei be, bee; peace, piece 

ay ie, i-e, y(e), igh die. dye; hi, high 

dZ j, g Jim, gym; jeans, genes 

k c, k(e), ck, ch, que cord, chord; click, clique 

ks ks, cks, x tacks, tax; locks, lox 

ow o, o-e, oa, ow, ou, oe road, rode; no, know 

O a, aw, au mall, maul; ball, bawl  

ø,´ u, o, o-e, ou nun, none; won, one 

uW oo, u-e, ew, ui, ue, o(e)  too, to, two; bruise, brews  

aW ou, ow flour, flower  
u $[r] e, ea, i, o, u earn, urn; fir, fur  

s s, sc, c, ce sent, cent, scent 

t t, (e)d past, passed 

S sh, che sheik, chic; cash, cache 

z z(e), s(e) raze, raise; rows, rose 

Sound & Spelling Chart  

H omophones exist because there are several spellings for 
most English sounds. Therefore, two, three, or even four 
different words can have exactly the same pronunciation.  

This Sound & Spelling Chart shows some spelling patterns that 
result in homophones. In the first column is the International 
Phonetic Alphabet symbol for each sound. In the second are  
some of its possible spellings. In the third are word examples.  
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What else is there to know about the spelling of homophones? 

 In a few groups, one word has an apostrophe (‘) and the others 
don’t (Examples: I’ll + aisle or isle; we’d + weed). 

 The plurals of some nouns and the third-person singular or past 
tense of some verbs form homophones with other words, such 
as days + daze; sighs + size; ducked + duct; rode + road.  

 Homophones are different from homographs—words spelled 
the same but pronounced differently. For example, does, the 
plural of doe, is a homograph of does, a form of the verb do).  

Here are two more reasons for the large number of homophones in 
the English language: 

 There are many “silent letters”—consonant letters that are 
either part of a vowel sound or that are not pronounced at all.  

 In some words consonant letters are “doubled,” while in their 
homophone matches they are single letters.  

In the following chart are some common silent-letter and doubling 
patterns that appear in homophones:  

IPA 
SYMBOL 
(SOUND) 

LETTERS AND LETTER 
COMBINATIONS—INCLUDING 

SILENT LETTERS 

EXAMPLES OF HOMOPHONES 
WITH THESE LETTERS AND 

LETTER COMBINATIONS  

d d, dd ad, add; medal, meddle 

- h (silent h)  air, heir; our, hour 

l, - l, ll, silent l chili, chilly; role, roll; have, 
halve; yoke, yolk 

m m, mb (silent b),                       
mn (silent n)  

clime, climb; plum, plumb; 
him, hymn 

n, - n, nn, gn (silent g);                     
kn (silent k)  

canon, cannon; in, inn;  
new, gnu, knew; not, knot 

r r, rr, wr (silent w) bury, berry; ring, wring 

s s, ss canvas. canvass 

- sl (silent s)  I’ll, isle, aisle 

t t, tt but, butt 

Homophone Sound & Spelling Chart  
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 Homophone Visuals 
Because the meanings of many of the homophones included                      
in the Using Homophones, Advanced Packs 12-15 are           
difficult to depict in illustrations, these cards include printed 
definitions instead of pictures. Even so, visuals are fun and 
instructive for learners at all levels. In mixed-up sequence, 
here are some sample drawings that can be named by pairs 
of homophones. Can you join them by drawing lines between 
the items of each pair or by telling the letters and numbers? 
Can you name and spell or list the homophones they 
represent?  Perhaps you can draw or find other simple 
pictures to continue the activity with.  

ANSWERS TO HOMOPHONE PICTURES: 1 = C. altar, alter.  2 = E. beech, beach.            
3 = A. ball, bawl. 4 = F. carats, carrots. 5 = B. doe, dough. 6 = H. tee, tea.                 

7 = D. miner, minor. 8 = G. muscle, mussel.  

    

    

    

    

3 4 

5 6 

7 8 

a b 

c d 

e f 

g h 

1 2 
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How to Check for Mastery of 
Homophone Meanings and Contexts  

On the following pages are four reproducible Homophones Mastery 
Checks.  The answers to the items of each quiz are the words in                 
one of the four Using Homophones, Advanced Card Packs 12-15.     
There are 108 quiz items—one for each homophone pair.  
Each item contains two underlined synonyms or paraphrases for 
learners to replace with the words of a homophone pair. On page 26  
Using Homophones, Advanced Activities & Ideas Book are 
Answer Keys. Here are some productive ways to use these pages.  

 Reproduce each quiz in a pair of pages: page 14 with page 15, 16 
with 17, and so on. That way, a quiz covering all the words in 
each card deck will appear on one side of an 8.5 x 11 sheet.                   
To save paper, the quizzes can be copied back to back. 
Depending on the level of the class, learners can complete                    
two quizzes at a time—perhaps one in class and the other for 
home-work. They can even write their answers on separate paper 
so the quizzes can be collected and reused at another time.  

 Each quiz may be used as a preparation activity for use of the 
corresponding Card Pack, as a “mastery check” of the words                
in that pack, or as both. To prevent tedium or overload, each                
one or two quizzes should probably be presented, completed, 
corrected, and reviewed at a separate time from the others.  

 The simplest way to make use of these four separate quizzes                  
is to follow the given instructions. Reading the context carefully, 
students substitute a pair of homophones for the underlined words 
and say or write the resulting sentence(s). If they simply read the 
sentences aloud, of course, they should spell the homophones to 
show they know which word fits which context.   

 After checking their answers, students can tell the meanings of 
the homophone pairs from the listings at the bottom of each page. 
(They might add meanings not illustrated by the quiz items.)                     
To go “beyond the quiz,” learners can try making sentences of 
their own with these and other pairs of homophones. For other 
students, they can write sentences of their own containing 
synonyms or paraphrases for homophone pairs, exchanging               
their self-made “quizzes” with others.  
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 in, inn   lesson, lessen  leak, leek 

 idol, idle  manor, manner  marshall, martial 

 leased, least  medal, meddle  mall, maul  

 lone, loan  lain, lane  lox, locks 

INSTRUCTIONS: At the bottom of these two pages are 27 (12 + 15) pairs               
of homophones. Below are sentences with underlined paraphrases or 

synonyms replacing these words. Using the listed homophones, rewrite 
the sentences. (One sample answer is supplied.) Check your answers.  

Then read each item aloud and tell the meanings of the homophones.  
Practice using the homophones on your own.  

1. It’s the youths that are bored without useful purpose that may 
“worship” rock stars as godlike figures. It’s the youths that are idle that 
may “worship” rock stars as idols.  

2. Let’s go inside that charming country bed-and-breakfast hotel.  
3. A wounded deer had reclined down in the right driving area of 

the road.  
4. The water in the pot with the long, green, onion-like vegetable 

soup is beginning to seep out of a small hole.  
5. The smallest thing we can expect is that our relatives have 

rented us an apartment for a year.  
6. How can we reduce the pain of the learning experience of a 

natural disaster we weren’t prepared for?  
7. A single customer came to the bank to apply for an amount of 

borrowed money.   
8. Thinly-sliced smoked salmon is expensive. Are there devices 

that keep the doors shut on the refrigerator that holds it?  
9. A tiger that got loose in the enclosed shopping area began to 

injure people with its claws.  
10. In what way does the town maintain the magnificent but 

unoccupied country estate on its outskirts? 
11. A federal sheriff-like officer rode around the country warning 

against the declaration of military law.  
12. If there were a round flat gold award for the person that most 

likes to interfere in other people’s lives, you would win it.   

Homophone Quiz 3: Advanced-Level Card Deck 14: I-P 

Permission is granted to the purchaser of this Using Homophones, Advanced Activities & Ideas  
Book to reproduce any or all of these pages for personal or classroom use.   



108 Homophone Pairs Reference List  
Here are the 108 pairs of challenging homophones (216 words) 
included in the Using Homophones, Advanced Card Packs 12-15 
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CARD DECK 12: A-C 
1. alter / altar 
2. assent / ascent 
3. assistance / 

assistants 
4. attendance / 

attendants 
5. aural / oral  
6. bawl / ball 
7. base / bass 
8. basis / bases 
9. beech / beach 
10. birth / berth 
11. bite / byte 
12. boarder / border 
13. bolder / boulder 
14. burro / burrow 
15. boy / buoy  
16. bred / bread 
17. brood / brewed 
18. brews / bruise 
19. bridle / bridal 
20. but / butt 
21. cache / cash 
22. callous / callus 
23. canvass / canvas 
24. Capitol / capital 
25. carat / carrot 
26. ceiling / ceiling 
27. cellar / seller  

CARD DECK 13: C-H 
28. censor / sensor 
29. cent / scent 
30. cereal / serial  
31. cheap / cheep 
32. choose / chews  
33. chorale / corral 
34. chord / cord 
35. chute / shoot 

36. cite / site 
37. clause / claws  
38. colonel  / kernel 
39. core / corps 
40. counsel / council  
41. current / currant 
42. cymbal / symbol 
43. doe / dough 
44. duel / dual 
45. earn / urn 
46. feat / feet 
47. flee / flea  
48. foreword / forward 
49. forth / fourth 
50. foul / fowl 
51. grown / groan 
52. haul / hall 
53. hanger / hangar 
54. heard / herd 

CARD DECK 14: I-P 
55. idle / idol 
56. in / inn 
57. lain / lane 
58. leek / leak 
59. leased / least 
60. lessen / lesson 
61. lone / loan 
62. locks / lox 
63. maul / mall 
64. manner / manor 
65. marshall / martial 
66. meddle / medal 
67. minor / miner 
68. missed / mist 
69. moan  / mown 
70. mussel / muscle 
71. overdo / overdue 
72. oversees / overseas 

73. pare / pear 
74. patience / patients 
75. pause / paws 
76. peddle / pedal 
77. peer / pier 
78. purr / per 
79. pleas / please 
80. principle / principal 
81. prophet / profit 

CARD DECK 15: R-Y 
82. read / reed 
83. real / reel 
84. wrote / rote 
85. wrung / rung 
86. sew / sow 
87. sighed / side 
88. soar / sore 
89. sole / soul 
90. stare / stair 
91. steak / stake 
92. stationery / 

stationary 
93. straight / strait 
94. sweet / suite  
95. taught / taut 
96. tease / teas 
97. tear / tier 
98. tee / tea 
99. thrown / throne 
100. thyme / time 
101. tied / tide 
102. towed / toad 
103. vein / vain 
104. vary / very 
105. whet  / wet 
106. whether / weather 
107. whine / wine 
108. yoke / yolk  


